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		A practical guide for developing end-to-end serverless microservices in Python for developers, DevOps, and architects.

	
		Key Features

		
			Create a secure, cost-effective, and scalable serverless data API
	
			Use identity management and authentication for a user-specific and secure web application
	
			Go beyond traditional web hosting to explore the full range of cloud hosting options


	
		Book Description

	
		Over the last few years, there has been a massive shift from monolithic architecture to microservices, thanks to their small and independent deployments that allow increased flexibility and agile delivery. Traditionally, virtual machines and containers were the principal mediums for deploying microservices, but they involved a lot of operational effort, configuration, and maintenance. More recently, serverless computing has gained popularity due to its built-in autoscaling abilities, reduced operational costs, and increased productivity.

	
		Building Serverless Microservices in Python begins by introducing you to serverless microservice structures. You will then learn how to create your first serverless data API and test your microservice. Moving on, you'll delve into data management and work with serverless patterns. Finally, the book introduces you to the importance of securing microservices.

	
		By the end of the book, you will have gained the skills you need to combine microservices with serverless computing, making their deployment much easier thanks to the cloud provider managing the servers and capacity planning.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Discover what microservices offer above and beyond other architectures
	
			Create a serverless application with AWS
	
			Gain secure access to data and resources
	
			Run tests on your configuration and code
	
			Create a highly available serverless microservice data API
	
			Build, deploy, and run your serverless configuration and code


	
		Who this book is for

	
		If you are a developer with basic knowledge of Python and want to learn how to build, test, deploy, and secure microservices, then this book is for you. No prior knowledge of building microservices is required.

	
		Table of Contents

		
			Serverless Microservices Architectures and Patterns
	
			Creating Your First Serverless Data API
	
			Deploying Your Serverless Stack
	
			Testing Your Serverless Microservice
	
			Securing Your Microservice
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Generalized Convexity and Optimization: Theory and Applications (Lecture Notes in Economics and Mathematical Systems)Springer, 2008
The authors have written a rigorous yet elementary and self-contained book to present, in a unified framework, generalized convex functions, which are the many non-convex functions that share at least one of the valuable properties of convex functions and which are often more suitable for describing real-world problems. The book will be a useful...
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A History of the Internet and the Digital FutureReaktion Books, 2010

	This book explores the trends that are shaping the businesses, politics, and media of the digital future. 


	A great adjustment in human affairs is underway. Political, commercial and cultural life is changing from the centralized, hierarchical and standardized structures of the industrial age to something radically different:...
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Beginning Perl Web Development: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2005
Beginning Perl Web Development: From Novice to Professional introduces you to the world of Perl Internet application development. This book tackles all areas crucial to developing your first web applications and includes a powerful combination of real-world examples coupled with advice. Topics range from serving and consuming RSS feeds,...
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Where Code and Content Meet: Design Patterns for Web Content Management and Delivery, Personalisation and User ParticipationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A practical go-to reference for Web developers programming custom software for Web sites


	Most advanced Web sites or Web platforms have specific requirements that go beyond standard functionality; to meet such requirements, it's often necessary to develop custom software. This is the point where code and content meet, and...
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Flash Foresight: How to See the Invisible and Do the ImpossibleHarper Perennial, 2011

	Flash Foresight offers seven radical principles you need to transform your business today. From internationally renowned technology forecaster Daniel Burrus—a leading consultant to Google, Proctor & Gamble, IBM, and many other Fortune 500 firms—with John David Mann, co-author of the Wall Street Journal...
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Human Rights Practices during Financial CrisesPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	From the Great Depression in the twentieth century to the Great Recession in the twenty-first, systemic banking crises have been a recurring problem for both developing and developed countries. This book offers a human rights perspective on financial crises vis-à-vis low-income and least developed countries.  It systematically...
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